GOUVERNEMENT

DRIVE SAFELY ON
SNOWY-COVERED
ROADS

CHAINS,
WINTER TYRES

Once equipped, reduce your speed (maximum 50 km/h with chains),
increase safety distances and always give priority to snow removal
and gritting machines.

NEW RULES FOR BETTER
MOUNTAIN ROAD SAFETY

AND ELSEWHERE
IN EUROPE?

On the Sécurité routière website you will find
information on winter equipment, as well as
maps showing the areas affected by the new
regulations.

Find out more?

securite-routiere.gouv.fr
twitter.com/routeplussure
Ministère de l’Intérieur
Délégation à la sécurité routière
Place Beauvau - 75800 Paris Cedex 08
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Be warned, not all European countries have the same regulations.
Find out before going abroad.

FROM NOVEMBER 1 TO MARCH 31,

your vehicle must carry snow chains
or be fitted with winter tyres in mountainous areas.
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WHAT IS
NOT CHANGING
On roads with the «équipements spéciaux
obligatoires» [mandatory special equipment]
sign (opposite), you must install snow chains
on your tires if the road is snowy
(and not just have them in the trunk).
Winter tyres are also permitted,
unless «chaînes à neige obligatoires»
[mandatory snow chains] are specified.

WHAT IS
CHANGING
MANDATORY EQUIPMENT
FROM 1 NOVEMBER TO 31 MARCH
From 1 November to 31 March, in certain areas of the
mountain ranges indicated by the signs opposite, your
vehicle (passenger car, light commercial vehicle or
motorhome) must:
• place snow chains in the boot
(or equivalent devices) so that at least two drive wheels
can be equipped;
• or be equipped with four winter tyres at all times.
Any breaches of this obligation will not be sanctioned
in the first year of the implementation of this system,
i.e. from 1 November 2021 to 31 March 2022.
Special regulations apply to heavy goods vehicles, buses and
coaches. Visit the Sécurité routière website to find out more.
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WHICH EQUIPMENT
TO CHOOSE?
CHAINS
These are metal snow chains or equivalent removable non-slip devices, such
as textile snow chains («socks»).

When and how to put on the chains?

ADVICE
Before
you leave,
practise
fitting chains
and remember
to wear gloves
and a headlamp.

1. It is advisable to put your chains on when the road is
snowy, even if there is no «mandatory special equipment»
sign.
2. Do not wait until the last moment to install your chains, so
as not to risk getting stuck and obstructing the passage of
other vehicles.
3. For installation, preferably choose a flat area with space so
as not to endanger or hinder traffic. Be sure to wear
a reflective vest.
4. Remember to tighten the chains after a few kilometres.
5. The use of chains on dry roads is prohibited. This damages
the roads and can also damage your chains or your vehicle.

WINTER TYRES
To be considered winter tyres, the tyres must have the
following two markings: the alpine symbol (opposite)
supplemented by the letters «M+S», «M.S» or «M & S».
Until 1 November 2024, tyres only marked «M+S», «M.S» or
«M & S», without the Alpine symbol, are allowed. Beyond
that, the purchase and use of these tyres remains possible,
but you must then have in your vehicle, in addition,
chains to drive from november 1 to march 31 in the areas
concerned.
If your vehicle is fitted with nail tyres, you are exempt
from the equipment requirements.
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